Let’s rock
The band Guttenberg opens for Material Issue last night at Thursday's. Many students took a break from studying to attend the concert which was sponsored by the Student Union Board.

HPC debates Freshman Class Council
By BECKY BARNES
News Writer

The Hall Presidents' Council debated the option of allowing dorm rectors and staffs to amend the present constitution concerning the dorm representative to the Freshman Class Council and passed a resolution concerning the proposed removal of the washing machines from Washington Hall.

The first resolution asked for the option to choose representatives by a committee comprised of the dorm rector and various members of the hall rather than by hall election as the constitution presently reads. The bill states that the election process is unfair to large dorms where it is difficult for freshmen to know one another well enough to make an informed decision as to the best leader.

Opponents to the resolution cited accountability, asking whether a representative chosen by the hall rector would feel accountable to the rector or to the students he or she represents.

One opponent stated, “It is every student’s right to choose who’s going to represent them.” In return a council member said, “After one month, freshmen will vote for a friend rather than for a leader.”

After prolonged discussion, the proposal was finally tabled until next semester.

The Observer/Andrew McIlwray

Gorbachev: New union of republics ‘pure coup’

MOSCOW (AP) — Mikhail Gorbachev's aides said Tuesday that the creation of a new Commonwealth by three republics was a "pure coup d'etat." But they gave conflicting signals on whether Gorbachev would resign in the face of his crumbling authority.

Their comments reflected high-level uncertainty over the Soviet president's position since Russia, Byelorussia and Ukraine decided Sunday to create a new Commonwealth and declare the Soviet Union dead.

Aides said Gorbachev was still in control of the Soviet nuclear button. They also said he considered himself president of the entire country, including the three Slavic republics.

Yet since the failed hard-line coup in August, Gorbachev's central government has been stripped of almost all powers by the republics. Ordinary Soviets have little sympathy, because they blame him for an unprecedented economic slide and dizzying inflation.

Russian Federation President Boris Yeltsin has shut off funding to scores of Soviet ministries, putting Gorbachev in the humiliating position of presiding over a power structure that is disintegrating, divided and broke.

Presidential adviser Georgy Shakhbazov predicted that the resignation of the 60-year-old Soviet leader, who came to power in March 1986, was just around the corner.

"The situation is developing in such a way that it probably won't be necessary to wait long for it," Shakhbazov told a conference of young politicians. Nevertheless, presidential spokesman Andrei Grachov insisted that his boss had no immediate plan to step down.

"The president's position is that at present, and as far as he feels that he has the possibility to exercise that internal influence ... he's going to secure for that (struggle) all his efforts, so far as this is in his power." Grachov told a news conference.

Western leaders have deep expressed concern at the rapid-fire developments in the Soviet Union. CIA chief Robert Gates, testifying in Congress, said Tuesday that the political revolution is "dangerously unstable" and predicted the worst civil disorder this winter since the Communist revolution.

And in a White House speech, the U.S. ambassador to Moscow, Robert Strauss, said strong opposition to the Commonwealth could bring its downfall. He also said frustration in the Soviet military could lead to another coup, and
Students face the reality of Honor Code

"It is not an informant system where students are encouraged to 'tell on one another' ..." - The Academic Code of Honor Handbook

The Honor Code is described in the Handbook in easy-to-read, step-by-step, no-assembly, required language. But some practical illustrations of the Code in action should make things clearer for the persistently confused:

The Committee recommends that one should report oneself if one discovers one in wrongdoing:

"I've finished my blue book, sir, and I--Oh GOD! The GUILIT! I thought I could do it, but I hear THE SHRIKERS OF A THOUSAND TONES TONE ME DOWN TO THE TOWN.--JING INN! TAKE EARS—I knew all of the answers ahead of time. ALL OF THEM—Even made two of them wrong on purpose to fool you. THE SHAME! I COULD DIE! Please don't tell my mother!"

The Committee recommends that students confront suspected sinners orally or in writing to clarify if they are, in fact, cheating.

Tap. Tap. Tapitapitapitapitapitapitapitapitap. "Hey! Hey Nick! What's that, a thesaurus? Is that all you've got?"

Good grief, for I know—the Academic dishonesty in writing this column.)

The views are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.
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Lines separate high temperature zones for the day.
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Today at a Glance

NATIONAL

Peace talks begin with limited results

WASHINGTON—Israel and Syria sounded hopeful notes at the opening of Mideast peace talks on Tuesday, but after a three-hour exchange they could agree only to meet another day. Separately, Israeli-Palestinian negotiations hit a quick impasse over Palestinian representation. The heads of the Israeli and Jordanian delegations met twice during the day but made no headway over the Palestinians' demand for independent talks with the Israelis. Jordanian negotiator Abdul Salam Majali said the talks involved "no substance whatsoever." "We could not yet reach an agreement," the former health minister said. But he said another attempt would be made Wednesday and that he was optimistic.

INDIANA

Fly keeps thousands out of school

ELKHART, Ind.—An Elkhart school closed its doors Tuesday for one day when no call came from the school. The principal of the school held his hand up to the window of the office of the school to see if the school was open, and when he didn't see it, he walked over and knocked on the door. The principal found that the school was closed, and the students were kept out of school.

CAMPUS

Junior wins SMC speech competition

NOTRE DAME, Ind.—Maria Rosa DeRosa, a Saint Mary's junior from Highland, Ind., was the first-place winner in the Saint Mary's College Department of Communication's oral interpretation competition, held last Sunday. DeRosa's winning effort was a monologue from Tennessee Williams' "The Rose Tattoo." Second place went to senior Julie Romary, and freshman Noha Mahar of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign finished third. Saint Mary's communication faculty members judged the competition. Sixteen students took part in the event.

Market Update

Yesterdays Trading/ December 10

NYSE Index 208.86 209.10 0.35

S&P Composite 377.90 377.96 0.36

Jones Industrial 2,863.82 2,863.83 7.83

Precious Metals

Gold $420.50 to $350.90oz.

Silver $3.34 to $3.978oz.

The Observer is a member of the Associated Press. All reproduction rights are reserved.
Musical trio to perform concert this Saturday

Special to The Observer

A viola, clarinet and piano trio concert will be presented by the University of Notre Dame music department Saturday at 3 p.m. in the Snite Museum of Art's Annenberg Auditorium.

Violinist Christine Rutledge, assistant professor of music, will be joined by guest clarinetist Richard Hawkins and pianist Laura Ward, both from the University of Michigan. They will perform music by Mozart, Schumann, Rebecca Clarke, and Max Bruch.

The concert is free and open to the public.

Rutledge, who joined the Notre Dame faculty this year, is a graduate of the Curtis Institute of Music. She was assistant principal violist of the Louisville Orchestra for six years and served as a member of the Kentucky Center Chamber Players and Ceruti Chamber Players.

She has performed at the Blossom Festival and the Taos Chamber Music Festival and was named a fellow of the Aspen Music Festival and School. In 1985 she was the second prize winner in the Aspen Viola Competition.

Rutledge has given recitals and master classes at the Interlochen Arts Academy and the Oberlin Conservatory, and she recently performed for the "WFPK Live" recital series and the Locust Grove Recital Series, both in Louisville. She currently plays viola for the Notre Dame String Trio.

Hawkins joined the faculty at the University of Michigan and is completing her doctorate degree at the University of Michigan School of Music this year. He holds a bachelor's degree from the University of Michigan and is pursuing a master's degree in music.

He is the principal second clarinetist with the Flint Symphony Orchestra and frequently performs solo and chamber recitals in New York, Houston, and Detroit. He taught at the Interlochen Arts Camp between 1988 and 1990 and was recently inducted into the twenty-member Yamaha Young Performing Artists' Division.

Ward has distinguished herself as one of the country's finest young accompanists. She was on the faculty of the Music Academy of the West's Summer Festival in Santa Barbara, Calif., where she accompanied the Faculty Arts Series and numerous master classes. In addition to recording for National Public Radio, she is composing her doctoral work in accompanying at the University of Michigan, where she was recruited by noted accompanist Martin Katz.

She holds a master's degree from the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music, where she was a student of Ken Griffin, and a bachelor's degree from Baylor University. She performs extensively throughout the United States as both a vocal and instrumental accompanist.

ND students earn honors at Model U.N. conference

Special to The Observer

Four members of the Model United Nations club at Notre Dame won recognition at the recent American Model United Nations Conference in Chicago.

Sophomore Joe Rogers won the Outstanding Delegate award in the Security Council for his representation of the country of Austria. Junior Rich Kurz, sophomore Ken Roach and senior Michael Faehner won Outstanding Delegate awards for their performances as judges on the International Court of Justice.

The Outstanding Delegate award is given to students who display an exemplary understanding of international relations, and demonstrate considerable diplomatic decorum.

Fourteen Notre Dame students attended the conference and represented Austria and Zaire in all of the United Nations bodies, including the International Court of Justice and the Security Council.

The Model United Nations gives students practical experience in international relations.

If you see news happening call 239-5303 and let us know.

The Observer
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United Nations: U.N. chief blames Iraq for starting war with Iran

The Observer
Wednesday, December 11, 1994

The United Nations (AP) — The United Nations secretary-general on Tuesday blamed Iraq for starting the 1980-88 war with Iran, delivering a decision long sought by Tehran and representing another step in Iran's rehabilitation in the world.

Some diplomats raised the possibility that Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar's finding may have played a role in the release of most of the Western hostages in Lebanon.

The diplomats, speaking on condition of anonymity, said Iran cooperated in getting the hostages released partly in hopes that such a finding would pave the way for winning war reparations from Baghdad.

More than a million people thought to have died or been wounded on both sides of the brutal conflict, which saw the Iraqis wiped out by poison gas.

Soldiers and whole villages were lost, with Israel releasing some 300 detainees and kidnappers in Lebanon freeing a total of 10 Westerners, Israel, in turn, received information on how to arrange the release of two Iranian nappers, who are seeking free­dom for two convicted terrorists imprisoned in Germany.

Tuesday's letter comes a day after he thanked Iran for its help on the hostage release, along with Syria, Lebanon, the West and the International Red Cross and German governments.

Perez de Cuellar is still trying to arrange the release of two Germans held by Lebanese kidnappers, who are seeking free­dom for two convicted terrorists imprisoned in Germany.

In the letter assigning blame for the Iran-Iraq war, Perez de Cuellar underlined the "illegal use of force and the disregard for the territorial integrity of a (U.N.) member state" as the cause of the conflict.

"The outstanding event under the violations referred to... in a letter as part of a report issued Tuesday as part of a report by the United Nations' study of the Iran-Iraq war, which for many years provided the news headlines in the world media, and was well known to the interna­tional community."

"We are now aware of the inside story," he said.

Iranian Shiites, who make up 90% of the population, are also split over the war, with some calling for a cease-fire and others continuing to fight.

"The conflict was not only a war between Iran and Iraq, but also a battle between the Sunnis and the Shiites," said one Iraqi official.

"It is one of the most tragic events in the history of the world," said another.

"The war has caused tremendous suffering and loss of life on both sides, and has left a legacy of hatred and revenge," said a third.
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Buchanan will run for presidency

CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — Conservative columnist Patrick Buchanan vowed Tuesday to "take our country back" from a misguided President Bush as he launched a challenge for the Republican presidential nomination.

Buchanan blamed Bush for breaking his word not to raise taxes, causing the recession with taxes and budget deficits and failing to defend American interests against "the predatory traders of Europe and Asia."

He called for a "new nationalism, where in every negotiation the American side sees an advantage and victory for the United States."

"He is yesterday and we are tomorrow," Buchanan told a crowd of about 200 jammed into a building lobby across from the state Capitol. Another 100 waited outside as he said of Bush, "He is a globalist and we are nationalists.... He would put America's wealth and power at the service of some vague new world order; we will put America first."

Bush shot back during an appearance in Chicago, saying: "We must not pull back into a building lobby across the nation."

Buchanan's announcement came exactly 10 weeks before New Hampshire's earliest-in-the-nation primary. New Hampshire is suffering through its worst recession since the Depression, and Republicans predict Buchanan can get anywhere from 10 percent to 40 percent of the vote in the state that revived Bush's flagging 1988 campaign.

In advance of Buchanan's announcement, a Boston Globe poll published Sunday found one in six New Hampshire Republicans preferred him to Bush. The only other GOP challenger to Bush is former Ku Klux Klansman David Duke, who has decided to bypass New Hampshire's Feb. 18 primary.

Republican National Committee Chairman Clayton Yeutter discounted the threat from Buchanan, saying, "Pat has an appeal to a very limited segment of the Republican constituency."

LAST CHANCE BEFORE FINALS!

FRIDAY LUNCH!

AT ALUMNI-SENIOR CLUB!

12 - 2 PM

FOOD & BEVERAGE SPECIALS

OPEN THIS WEEK!

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

9 - 2

Priest charged in paternity suit

ATLANTA (AP) — A woman seeking child support from a Roman Catholic priest testified Tuesday that he seduced her after she went to him for counseling and that their ensuing affair lasted nearly two years.

But Father Donal Keohane accused Vicki Long of blackmailing him and denied they ever had intercourse.

Their testimony was offered the first day of the trial.

Long, whose affair with Atlanta Archbishop Eugene Marino led to his resignation last year, testified that she met Keohane in Columbus in 1983, when she was 19. She said she offered to counsel her about an incident in which she claimed a nun molested her.

After counseling her for a month, she said, Keohane invited her to the rectory, showed her a pornographic videotape and seduced her.

"It could have been anyone who had reached out to me at that time," Long told the Fulton County Superior Court jury. "He thought what he was doing was helping me, and I was desperate."

Long sued Keohane for child support in 1987, claiming he fathered her daughter, LaDonna Michelle, now 5.

Keohane, who now lives in California, denied having sexual intercourse with Long.

"It was fooling around, touching and that sort of thing — touching and kissing and touching bodies. There was never full intercourse in the real technical sense," the priest said.

The priest accused Long of leading him on. "I'm not made of steel," he said, wiping his eyes with a handkerchief. "It was blackmail. Looking back, I see it was all planned. It was harassment in the most terrible way, all these 1 1/2 years."

Keohane said Long exploited his generosity.

"I've always helped people," Keohane said. "I live very sparsely and very simply. She turned my generosity in helping her, she turned that around and blamed me for my charity."
THURSDAY, DEC. 5
6:30 p.m. An off-campus student reported lanacry from his car which was parked in the C-1 student parking lot.
6:45 p.m. A Walsh Hall resident reported receiving harassing phone calls.
11:52 p.m. A South Bend resident was cited by a Notre Dame Security officer for driving 55 MPH in a 30 MPH zone.

FRIDAY, DEC. 6
12:35 a.m. An Ocean Drive resident reported the theft of her unattended suit from the basement lounge in the Law Building.
2:31 a.m. A Notre Dame Security officer responded to a Notredame resident who was driving 51 MPH in the C-1 student parking lot.
11:45 a.m. Notre Dame Security and the Notre Dame Fire Department evacuated a small fire in the International Student Lounge at LaFortune Student Center.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme Court on Friday sidestepped shaggybacked vehicle efforts to keep criminals from profiting from books or movies describing their misdeeds.

The justices, by an 8-3 vote, struck down New York’s “Son of Sam” law, enacted in 1977 in outrage over reported book offers to a notorious serial killer.

The law allowed authorities to seize profits from any such ventures and give them to crime victims.

Justice Sandra Day O’Connor, writing for the court, said the New York law violated free-speech rights that shielded out profits from expressive works.

“The state has a compelling interest in compensating victims from the fruits of the crime, but little if any interest in limiting such compensation to the proceeds of the wrong-doer’s speech about the crime,” she said.

Most states and the federal government have enacted laws that use New York’s as a model.

O’Connor said it might be possible to “narrowly tailor” a law that seizes profits criminals make from published works.

She said the New York law was too broad because it covered even tangential mention of a crime and because its definition of a criminal included anyone who admitted to a crime even if never accused or convicted.

“Oh, better to be impressed...and we’ll clean the floor!”

RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS

CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.

If you’re a freshman or sophomore with good grades, apply now for a three-year or four-year scholarship. From Army ROTC, Army ROTC scholarships pay tuition, most books and allows above-100 per month. They also pay off with leadership experience and officer credentials impressive to future employers.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
Contact Captain Selling

WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. (AP) — A defense lawyer for Kenneth Smith took the stand Tuesday and painted his accuser as a sexually voracious woman who seduced him into sex twice in a half hour, then cried rape for reasons he can’t explain.

The prosecutor asked Smith sarcastically: "What are you, some kind of sex machine here?" An objection blocked the answer.

"The issue here is I'm innocent!" Smith exclaimed as he fended off repeated suggestions by Assistant State Attorney Moira Lauch that his story was unbelievable.

"Absolutely not!" said Smith.

"The 31-year-old defendant was pale and nervous as he took the stand but gained confidence during questioning by his attorney, Roy Black.

In 4 1/2 hours on the stand, Smith gave a calm, step-by-step account that contradicted many points in the woman’s testimony last week.
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Activist’s son claims Nobel Peace Prize

OSLO, Norway (AP) — The oldest son of pro-democracy activist Aung San Suu Kyi accepted the 1991 Nobel Peace Prize for his detained mother Tuesday, calling it a reminder of the struggle for human rights in Burma and elsewhere.

"She would say this prize belongs to her, but to all those men, women and children who, even as I speak, continue to sacrifice their well-being, their freedom and their lives in pursuit of a democratic Burma," said Alexander Aris, Suu Kyi’s 18-year-old son.

In Rangoon, the Burmese capital, hundreds of students staged one of the most significant anti-government protests since the military junta crushed the pro-democracy movement led by Suu Kyi in 1988. Chants of “Teleague Aung San Suu Kyi!” and “Down with dictatorship!” rang across Rangoon University.

Alexander Aris said he accepted the Nobel prize for his mother “in the name of all the people of Burma.” He was joined at the ceremony at Oslo City Hall by his brother, Aye Aung, 14, and their British father, Michael Aris.

His mother could not accept the $1 million prize in person because Burma’s military junta said it would not allow her to return to Rangoon from the Netherlands. Suu Kyi, 46, has been under house arrest since July 1989, and her family has not seen her for two years.

The award of the 1991 Nobel laureate received their prizes in Stockholm, Sweden, where they were honored for their contributions in science and literature. They were: Nadine Gordimer of South Africa, literature; Pierre-Gilles de Gennes of France, physics; Rolf Landauer of Germany, economics; and Roald Hoffmann of the United States, chemistry.

"We must also remember the lonely struggle taking place in a heavily guarded compound in Rangoon is part of a much larger struggle worldwide for the emancipation of the human spirit from political tyranny and psychological subjection," Alexander Aris said.

The elegantly clad guests at the Peace Prize ceremony gathered outside against the rain by wearing bright yellow buttons that said “Free Suu, Free Burma.”

Suu Kyi won the Nobel Peace Prize for her efforts against violence in Burma’s struggle for democracy and human rights.

In his awards speech, Nobel Committee Chairman Francis Sejersted encouraged others to follow her example.

"She returned, unflinching and fearless, like Aung San Suu Kyi. This woman must be a better world," he said.

Yugoslav troops leave Croatian capital

ZAGREB, Yugoslavia (AP) — Yugoslav army on Tuesday pulled out of Zagreb, the Croatian capital, and the warring sides in the country’s civil strife exchanged hundreds of prisoners of war.

But fighting continued in other parts of the separatist republic.

Tuesday’s pullouts were from a technical school and aircraft repair facility. About 300 vehicles left, but the number of troops was unknown.

The withdrawals from Zagreb and other cities were part of an agreement for the Serb-dominated Yugoslav army to evacuate all its bases in noncombat areas of Croatia under a U.N.-sponsored truce agreement.

Several prisoner exchanges, mandated under the U.N.-cease-fire signed Nov. 23, went smoothly.

One was postponed after mines near Karlovac, 30 miles southwest of Zagreb, prevented the Croatian side from transporting six buses of POWs three miles to the southeast.

Released Croats Tuesday claimed beatings were commonplace and sometimes fatal in army captivity. Past interviews carried by Serbian media have said Serb prisoners were tortured by their Croat captors. It has been impossible to independently verify any of the claims.

The shelling of the Croat stronghold of Osijek continued into the evening, and defense officials said one person was killed and seven wounded.

Otherwise, Croatian officials and media Tuesday evening reported relative quiet after a day of army artillery barrages and fighting for key targets in the war-scarred republic.

Osijek, capital of the eastern Slavonia region and one of the last major Croat holdouts in the region, has been the focus of Serb attacks since the army and ethnic Serb militants captured Vukovar to the south in mid-November.

Army artillery also hit Odocac and Gospic inland from Croatia’s northern Adriatic coast, Croatian officials said. Fighting was reported in central Croatia along the main Zagreb-Belgrade highway.

The Belgrade-based news agency Tanjug reported Tuesday that federal army doctors had identified 750 corpses in Vukovar and that an estimated 2,000 had been killed in the three-month battle for the city.

The fall of Vukovar gave Serbs opposed to staying in an independent Croatia control of a swath of eastern Croatia along the Danube River, and capturing Osijek would strengthen their hold on the region.

Serbs and the army already control more than a third of Croatian territory.

Croatia’s declaration of independence June 25 led to escalating clashes between Croatian troops and the army and Serb irregulars.

Croatia’s Serb minority was the target of massacres by fascist Croats during World War II, and Serbs say they fear a recurrence if Croatia is allowed to secede. Croats were also massacred by Serbs in the war.

Serbian President Slobodan Milosevic, in a speech marking the 50th anniversary of his republic’s uprising against the German occupation, appealed Tuesday to Serbs to revive the struggle against fascism.

Serbian media regularly call the present Croatian government fascist, and Milosevic, in his broadcast comments, said “the specter of fascism is unfortunately not a forgotten danger.”

At a news conference in Zagreb, Croatian newly released from army prisons alleged horrifying treatment.

“People were beaten to death,” said Dr. Jure Njavo, a doctor at Vukovar hospital, who said he and others from Vukovar were taken to a military prison in the Serbian town of Sremска Mitrovica after Vukovar fell Nov. 18.

Njavo estimated that more than 500 people remained at Sremска Mitrovica.

Tanjug reported that a federal army pilot, Dragasa Stojcinovic, was “subjected to psychological and physical torture” by the Croats before being freed in Zagreb on Tuesday.

At Bosanski Samac, a town on the border with Croatia, more than 600 Croats who were exchanged for 123 federal soldiers and Serb civilians wolfed down chunks of bread and bologna after their release.
M.B.A. · J.D. · M.D. · Ph.D.
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ND Boxing Club

Informational Meeting For The
1992 Bengal Mission Bout

All interested students are invited.

Wednesday, Dec. 11th, 7:00pm

127 Newland Hall

His merchandise is all environmentally correct.

PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — Entrepreneur Dan Bernard can sell you a non-polluting sports car, a plas-mo-friendly yo-yo and dozens of other diverse items, all certified as environmentally correct.

His inventory includes recycleable batteries, a humane mousetrap and a "safe Styrofoam" coffee cup made of porcelain.

A year and a half after starting his business in Lewiston, the 33-year-old says he is weathering the recession — doing well by doing good.

"We want to increase awareness of the environment and stimulate people's thinking," he says. "We try to offer practical solutions and, at the same time, to be a little whimsical."

As the environmental movement wins converts, a growing number of businesses such as Bernard's Signs & Symbols have reaped the marketing benefits of "going green."

While there are no exact figures, some environmental, or green, businesses report a rise in sales because of the broad environmental orientation of the businesses they serve.

"There are no exact figures. The idea is that there is some growth of environmentally oriented businesses, those close to the market," said Gennady Burbulis, Yeltsin's political adviser, told the young journalist.

The council also passed resolutions previously passed by the Student Senate concerning the lifting of fines for infractions of hall rules and on-campus security.

He added that even those people who will use the machines "are a great help to themselves."

In other business, the council decided to run the Weekend Wheels program for the first two weekends of next semester before examining the results of the service and voting on its continuation next semester.

The Sophomore Sibs weekend will be held April 3-5. Events planned include: an ice cream social, a picnic with the varsity athletes, cheerleaders, and lego-people, a semi-formal dinner with Lou Holtz and entertainment by the Shenanigans, and mass at the gruto.

The council also passed resolutions previously passed by the Student Senate concerning the lifting of fines for infractions of hall rules and on-campus security.
As the officers of the Black Cultural Arts Festival at the University of Notre Dame, we feel that it is necessary for us to address the very misleading and inflammatory article by Diane Stephen, printed in the South Bend Tribune on Sunday, December 1, 1991, and John Paul Kimes, printed in The Observer on Nov. 29, 1991, regarding Paul Peralez.

First of all, the Black Cultural Arts Festival (BCAF) is an organization, not an event. The event in question was an actual variety show, "Black Images," that is sponsored by the BCAF. Secondly, the show was on Saturday, Nov. 24, not Friday, Nov. 22 as was stated. In John Paul Kimes article, he states that "this festival was held to celebrate African and African-American arts and cultural diversity." For one who did not attend "Black Images," and does not have a true understanding between an event and an organization, we are appalled that he would so inaccurately comment on subjects of which he is supposed to be an expert.

The failure of Diane Stephen, Tribune staff writer, to contact the officers of the BCAF, even after being given our names, shows blatant irresponsibility on her part. It seems only logical that we would be best equipped to discuss any discrepancies that might arise from our production. If she had only taken the time to check the facts, (which by the way is her job as a reporter), Mr. Kimes and countless others would not have been misled by her unsubstantiated information.

Furthermore, Ms. Stephen misquoted Notre Dame Black Awareness and Migrant Students and is difficulty for us to believe that Paul felt that he was the highlight of "Black Images," when in fact, he was merely one of two minutes of a fifteen minute skit in a 180-minute production. Contrary to what was stated by Paul in the Tribune, he was not "jolted" by the crowd as he left. People merely laughed and said goodbye to him. We are not responsible for, nor are we aware of any death threats that he may have received. In fact, we couldn't care less about any loneliness or isolation that Mr. Peralez may have incurred as a result of his ill-founded writings.

Fortunately, we as African-American students did not adopt the stereotypical, aggressive, ignorant, violent means in dealing with the inflammatory and libelous statements made by Paul in the campus dink rag. The Observer, rather, we acted in a manner consistent with the lines of the United States Constitution. If we were to write that all white people have four legs and that Santa himself could not provide. It seems strange that Paul felt that he was the "highlight of Black Images," when in fact, he was merely one of two minutes of a minute skit in a 180-minute production. Contrary to what was stated by Paul in the Tribune, he was not "jolted" by the crowd as he left. People merely laughed and said goodbye to him. We are not responsible for, nor are we aware of any death threats that he may have received. In fact, we couldn't care less about any loneliness or isolation that Mr. Peralez may have incurred as a result of his ill-founded writings.
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Considering his feelings about the black students on campus, Paul could find a production given by "intellectually inferior blacks" at Notre Dame "entertaining or enlightening given his self-proclaimed intellectual superiority." In addition, it is extremely hypocritical of Paul to attack Students United For Respect (SURF) for "such an absurd platform," when he, according to the article featured in the Tribune, "wonders what free speech and the campus discriminatory harassment policy are all about."

As the officers of the BCAF we wish to reiterate our extreme disappointment in these newspapers and our disgust with Paul Peralez. In our eyes they have done no wrong, but maliciously malign a reputable organization with the ideas of one who has solely dispersed himself during his years here at Notre Dame, or the Tribune. The Observer wish to become respectable community newspapers, it would be in their best interest to contact all involved parties — get the facts, check their sources — get the facts straight, and when writing about the BCAF— Get the facts straight—from us.
Native Americans endure a legacy of oppression

Dear Editor:

As Native Americans we would like to clearly state for the record that we are in complete disagreement with the article written by Mona Holland printed on November 26. We are offended and alarmed that she not only completely devalued the truth, but also stated that many Native Americans would agree with her.

While we can not speak for all Native Americans, we do not know of any who would be so foolish as to agree with her that Native Americans treaty making are the following.

Many advantages from them knew and that tribes gained stated that many Native as the truth and subsequently denounced the misleading of documentable facts which we today continue to be tried to pass off as fact.

Mona Holland wrote that only a handful of treaties were broken but that tribes gained many advantages from them which is why so many were made.

The real facts behind treaty making are the following. Treaties were originally entered into because the U.S. government was anxious to secure new lands for the continually demanding settlers, but because they had just ended one war they had neither the energy nor the resources to start another. Indian tribes also maintained their integrity and power and the U.S. had no other alternative, but to treat them as the sovereign nations that they were and still are today.

Even though the tribes possessed some bargaining power, the treaty-making process put them at a disadvantage. Since the treaties were written in English and not accurately explained, the tribes often did not know what they were signing. To that end the fact that land ownership and governmental relations were often wholly foreign to the tribes actually being forced to offset previous payments to the tribes which resulted in some tribes actually being forced to pay the U.S. government. Most importantly, the tribes were not allowed to regain their wrongfully taken lands which are the basis for our existence.

Money can never replace the loss of sacred lands. As far as Native Americans benefiting from a tax payer funded multimillion dollar bonusata, we can only laugh at her ignorance because otherwise we would try.

Today's Native Americans are living in desperate poverty, the Sioux reservation at Pine Ridge is located in the poorest county in the U.S. and the Standing Rock reservation is in the second poorest county. Please visit a reservation and see how well we are living. The fact that the federal government is finally offering some compensation should not be attributed to niceness, the federal government decided that treaties were no longer necessary and in order to gain the land that they wanted, they sorted to genocide. All of our treaties were broken, the reason that no documentable evidence exists is because the federal government has issued propaganda instead of the truth so that no one will question their tainted record.

While the passage of the Indian Claims Commission Act in 1946, did provide some compensation, it did not substantially correct the injustices of the past. The settlements were unfair because they were not allowed to

Sincerely,

Mona Holland

---

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Native Americans endure a legacy of oppression

Dear Editor:

I celebrate The Observer's editorial dated Dec. 9, 1991 and Professor Maner's remarks in re: the issues made manifest in the "case" of the Reverend James Tunsted Burtchaell, CSC.

This is a liberal editorial, and I do, the informal Chair of Faculty in Residence as dulaC, may I set forth the following queries:

Who "leaked" the rumor-rich charges against Father Burtchaell to the National Catholic Reporter? And thereafter to the South Bend Tribune, inter alia?

Who, in our administration accepted said charges sans due process?

Given the left-wing tendentiousness of the NCR, why was that said document chosen as the vehicle of ad

Burtchaell should be remembered for his contributions, not for his weaknesses. I defend Father Burtchaell's actions not the university's inexcessably slow response. Both must be held responsible.

As the first student in question, I claimed I was merely sexually assaulted.

The Observer regrets the errors.

Correction

In a letter to the editor published Dec. 9, 1991, it was stated that the Black Cultural Arts Festival (BCAF) is an event when it is really an organization. The event in question was an annual variety show, "Black Images" that was sponsored by the BCAF.

Also, the show was on Saturday, Nov. 23, not Friday, Nov. 22 as stated.

Finally, the author of the letter misquoted the South Bend Tribune in saying that students attending "Black Images" were "portrayed" as having oral sex when the Tribune really reported that students in question claimed they were merely sex assault.

The Observer regrets the errors.
Take home the gift of laughter for X-mas

A lth, the grandee of Christmas. Time to quit cakes, argue with your siblings and drink egg nog until you puke.

It's the most wonderful time of the year. Authors, artists and singers all, to portray the Christmas season with families sitting around, bedecked in warm, fuzzy sweaters, drinking hot cocoa and listening to Grandpa read "Twas the Night Before Christmas."

In reality, though, Christmas can be one of the most invasive of the year. For most of our families, Christmas means sitting around arguing over who is going to put up the damn tree, drinking warm beer and listening to obnoxious Uncle Henry burp to the tune of "We Three Kings."

So to help make sense in this, the time of the year when most suicides occur, here are some thoughts, musings and vignettes to amuse you.

Well, okay, they're really to amuse me, so if you don't like it, buzz off.

From the home offices in LaPaz, pronounced "LA-PAZ," not "LA-POZ."

Ind., here are the Top Ten Worst-Selling Christmas Items at the Hamme's Notre Dame Bookstore On The Campus:

1) Confession Leprechaun Toe Jam (regular and economy sizes.)
2) Pangburn Hall Unitals
3) Freeze-dried Dining Hall Leftovers.
4) Sesquicentennial Thong Bathing Suits (in several colors.)
5) Realistic Squirrel Clothing (made from on-campus raccoons.)
6) "The Art of Sensual Massage," by Patricia O'Hara (softcover only.)
7) 1970's Men's Bathing Suit (in various sizes.)
8) Authentic Leprechaun Toothpaste
9) Put on- Campus Rose to Rim (made by one of the female students from the Theo Hammes Notre Dame Bookstore)
10) Father Miceli's Secret Recipe Suits

And the Number One Worst-Selling Christmas item at the Hammes Notre Dame Bookstore:

1) "My Theo Professor Went On Leave Of Absence," sent to the University and all brought me back was this Cruddy T-Shirt-T-shirts.

Security Beat

December 25, 1:37 a.m.—A Lewis resident reported being touched inappropriately by a man wearing a red suit. The woman told Security that she was awakened by a "jolly old pervert" nipping on her toes saying, "I've got a present for YOU, baby!" When the woman shrieked, the man jumped out the window.

We have obtained a tape of the Christmas party for the Officers of the University. This excerpt was recorded toward the end of the party, after everyone had had a few beers.

Mona: "Can I have everyone's attention?"

Beauchamp: "Sit down you big geek!

Mona: "Hey, who said that?"

O'Moura: "It was Willie! It was Willie!"

O'Hara: "Oh, quiet down you tattle-tale!"

Mona: "I'm trying to find out who was supposed to invite Hickey from Saint Mary's."

O'Hara: "I never thought we should invite him, you're the only one that likes Smirkens."

Hatch: "Hey, he's not got nasty."

Schmitz: "Yeah, Bill's got a better idea."

Sexton: "I say we go pick up a couple of sixers."

Any takers?

Beauchamp: "I say we get a keg and Mason over there pays for it with University money."

Mason: "Hey, I got plenty of money—it's get some liquor, too.

Mona: "Later we can play naked basketball!"

Beauchamp: "Now-kill it!"

God help us all. Merry Christmas, everyone.

John O'Brien is Accent Editor of The Observer. His columns appear every third Wednesday in Accent.
Sgt. Dan Kavanaugh is waiting to turn right at the stoplight at the corner of Juniper and Dore Roads. The Notre Dame-Louisville basketball game that’s playing on the car radio is barely audible under the squawking police scanner.

As the light turns green, the conspicuous Chevy Caprice, painted with the colors and markings of the Notre Dame Security Police, turns the corner. A snowball, thrown by one of a group of nearby students, explodes with a thump against the passenger side door of the cruiser. With a sigh of disgust, Kavanaugh keeps going.

“Notre Dame Security is not here to force the students to grow up,” he says, “but the department is here to make it as safe for them as possible to grow up. The students are here to learn more than just things from books, and we just want to keep them safe.”

A Notre Dame Security officer since 1987, Kavanaugh is a graduate of the Indiana Law Enforcement Academy in Plainfield. He lives in South Bend with his wife of seven years and his two sons, ages six and two.

Every day Kavanaugh arrives at the Security Building for roll call at 3 p.m. At that time he and his fellow officers are briefed on activity during previous shifts that may affect their shift. Then he takes care of miscellaneous paperwork that takes up much of the early hours of his shift. Eventually he hits the road to patrol campus.

Each day, Kavanaugh heads over to the intersection of Douglas and Old Juniper Roads, by Notre Dame Credit Union, to direct traffic. Often traffic backs up there due to Support Services employee getting off work, Kavanaugh says.

“You've got to be sharp, you have to watch that traffic does not back up too far from the light to the light at Juniper,” he says. When that happens, Support Services staff members will drive while working on the St. Michael's Laundry Building have a hard time getting out, he adds.

After fifteen minutes of directing traffic, it is back to the cruiser. Almost immediately the radio crackles with instructions to report back to the Security Building and get a key to the Stepan Center.

After answering that call, Kavanaugh receives a call for a jump start in the C-1 lot. Kavanaugh cruise over and looks for the “party,” who is supposed to be with her car. He waits for fifteen minutes, listening to the radio, cruising the lot, but saw no one.

Another call comes in. A resident of Holy Cross house is experiencing breathing difficulties. Kavanaugh radios back making sure Fire Department personnel and an Ambulance were on the way. Despite hitting two stop lights, he is on scene in less than five minutes.

People are waiting outside the house to bring the rescue crew up to the second floor. The Fire Department arrives at almost the same time and together they and Kavanaugh set up the logistics for the paramedics to best help the victim.

“They guys (the fire department) don’t get enough credit,” comments Kavanaugh. “They are always on guard and invaluable. It’s great for the paramedics to know they are there, because they do a lot of the work and the ambulance crew know they’ve got good help.”

As the night goes on, a female student working as an intern at WNDU requests an escort to North Dining Hall. “That’s a long walk alone and in the dark,” he says. “People here are number one. It’s our job to keep people safe,” he reiterates.

At 8:30 p.m., a call comes reporting of tripped alarms in the new St. Michael’s Laundry Building. Kavanaugh and two officers in another car respond, with the other officers going in the front and Kavanaugh going around back to the loading bays. The two officers in the first car canvass the building and reports no sign of any intruder.

“You never know what to expect on a call like this,” he says. “You have to be prepared for anything and act accordingly, but you always hope it’s nothing. That call could have been anything from a coat rack falling and tripping the alarm to a person walking around looking for copper pipes.”

Patrol duty is far from exciting, Kavanaugh says. For some officers it consists of driving around and answering calls, checking the parking lots, driving by the new Fisher accident and invaluable. It’s great for the paramedics to know they are there, because they do a lot of the work and the ambulance crew know they’ve got good help.”
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...year-old Connors, 0-6, because of tendinitis in the hands. Switzerland was ousted after winning his opening match against McEnroe, 6-3 6-4, 6-4. It was a battle between the former French Open and Wimbledon winners. Lendl rolled to a 6-4, 6-1 victory over Christiano Caratti and Patrick McEnroe. Becker, Landerer and Thierry Champion of France, 4-6, 6-1, 6-4.

This is the second consecutive year Becker is missing the tournament which gathers the top 24 players in the world and pays out $2 million. Because of the virus contracted last week in Antwerp, ATP championship winner Pete Sampras did not participate. "I had a good first set and he Conners said. "In the second set, things began to happen and I missed a few. In the third set, more things began to happen."

Also, Michael Chang beat Jim Courier, 6-3, 6-2, in a battle between the former and current French Open winners. Lendl rolled to a 6-4, 6-1 victory over Christiano Caratti and Patrick McEnroe. Becker, Landerer and Thierry Champion of France, 4-6, 6-1, 6-4.

"Because of the virus contracted last week in Antwerp, which started from his stomach and worked its way to his legs," said Tony Tiriac, Becker's coach. "And because he didn't get better all this afternoon, we thought it would be fair to announce that he is withdrawing from the tournament."

Becker refused to participate in last year in a disagreement because of the high amount of money distributed. This year gets $2 million. Becker agreed to play this year and was ready for a match Wednesday evening.

"We did not want to wait until the last moment because he didn't have the possibility to play to his full capacity and a professional manner," Tiriac said. Becker made his concession since Sunday and had been hoping to get better."

Patrick McEnroe advanced to the second round of the Grands Slam Cup with a 4-6, 6-1, 6-4 victory over France's Thierry Champion.
King, Perdue lead Bulls past Sonics

Wilkins scores 41 in Hawks’ win; Pacers knock off Spurs

CHICAGO (AP) — Centers Stacey King and Will Perdue averaging a combined 13.8 points, scored 25 points Tuesday night, helping the Chicago Bulls to a 108-103 victory over the Seattle SuperSonics.

King was the Bulls’ 15th in 16 games, while the loss snappe Seattle’s winning streak at 14.

King, averaging 10.4 points, scored a season-high 22 for Chicago, and had a hot hand in the third quarter with 10 as the Bulls fended off a SuperSonics rally.

Ricky Pierce led the SuperSonics with 30 points and hit all five of his free throws to give him 68 without a miss. 10 short of the NBA record set by Calvin Murphy of Houston in 1980-81.

Scottie Pippen paced Chicago with 23 points, while Michael Jordan posted 20. Jordan had a season-high 13, compared to his season average of 3.4.

Shawn Kemp had a season-high 24 points for Seattle.

The Sonics trailed only twice in the first three quarters, but the Bulls scored 24 points in the final period.

In the first two periods, and took 7-3 lead before Donald Royal snapped Seattle’s winning streak at four.

Kevin Willis had 24 points and 12 rebounds for Willis, who failed to accomplish that feat only in the season opener when he had nine points and 12 rebounds.

Pacers 109, Spurs 102

INDIANAPOLIS — Reggie Miller scored 25 points, including a key layup in the final moments, as Indiana handed San Antonio its fifth consecutive defeat.

The Spurs, who started the season 10-3, were led by Willis Anderson with 22 points and David Robinson with 20 points and eight blocked shots.

Alex English had 23 points for the Pacers, and Pluck Person scored 20.

Miller’s layup with 13.5 seconds remaining gave Indiana a 105-101 lead before Donald Royal missed one of two free throws for San Antonio with 10.9 seconds left, and the Spurs did not get the ball in scoring position again.

Rik Smits and Detlef Schrempf sealed the victory by hitting two free throws each in the final 10 seconds.

Knicks 114, Nets 88

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. — Patrick Ewing scored 33 points and 12 rebounds and New York beat New Jersey for the seventh consecutive time.

The Knicks, who never trailed in the game, outscored the Nets 34-21 in the second quarter to take command of the game and roll to their eighth victory in nine outings. Leading by four points, New York used a 10-0 run for a 37-23 edge.

Later in the second period, Ewing scored on a three-point play and Gerald Wilkins, Charles Oakley added baskets, giving New York a 55-33 edge 2:17 before the half.

New York continued to roll early in the second half, extending their 19-point halftime lead to 20 points.

There was the eighth consecutive feat only in the season opener.

Bazley scored 31 points, including a pair of free throws with 16 seconds left in overtime, as Dallas snapped its four-game losing streak and handed Miami its fifth consecutive loss.

Blackman, who scored 11 points in the fourth quarter, gave the Mavericks their final margin of victory with his clutch free throws.

Miami’s last lead came with 2:04 left in overtime as Ronny Seikaly’s follow shot made it 110-108. Derek Harper sank a jumper with 1:48 to play and then gave Dallas the lead for good with two free throws at the 1:22 mark.

Miami was led by Willis Burton with 23 points, and Grant Long with 22. Seikaly finished with 18 points and 14 rebounds.

The Sonics’ lull continued into the second quarter, and the Bulls scored 24 points in the final period.

The Sonics’ lull continued into the second quarter, and the Bulls scored 24 points in the final period.

The Sonics’ lull continued into the second quarter, and the Bulls scored 24 points in the final period.

Penguins stay hot at home with 5-3 win; Red Wings skate past Blackhawks

PITTSBURGH (AP) — Bob Errey scored short-handed to complete a four-goal Pittsburgh second period that included two Mark Recchi goals.

The Penguins remained hot at home, beating the New York Rangers 5-3 Tuesday night.

Mario Lemieux also scored as Pittsburgh turned a 2-1 deficit into a pair of two-goal leads that prompted Rangers coach Bob Pulford to lift goalie Mike Richter, who had four shutouts in 17 games.

The Penguins, beginning a key stretch of Patrick Division games, are 5-2-0 in their last seven home games and 7-2-1 overall at home after starting the season with two victories in their first four road games.

Bettis leads to win for Penguins

The Penguins won for the fourth time in their last six games.

Attached for a 4-3 victory over the Buffalo Sabres, the fourth-place team in the Adams Division.

The last time Quebec had that long an unbeaten streak was in March 1986. The Nordiques have also won six straight games at the Colisee for the first time since 1985.

North Stars 4, Devils 3

BLOOMINGTON, Minn. — Bobby Smith scored with 3:14 left, just 2:58 after New Jersey goalie Chris Terreri allowed the tying goal on a slow roller, as the Minnesota North Stars rallied for a 4-3 victory over the Devils.

The resurgent Nordiques, who have four victories and a tie during the streak, have moved within one point of the Buffalo Sabres, the fourth-place team in the Adams Division.

In overtime, Quebec’s Steve Thomas took a pass from teammate Pierre Turgeon and snapped it into the net for a 1-0 lead 2:17 before the half.

Dion Cirelli and Sylvain Cote each had a pair of assists for the Capitals, who have won three of their last four games.

Joe Nieuwendyk scored for the Capitals, who have won three of their last four games.

Nordiques 5, Bruins 2

QUEBEC — The Quebec Nordiques stretched their unbeaten string to five games, their longest in five years, as Greg Paslawski and Mike Hough got two goals apiece in a 5-2 victory over the Boston Bruins.

The Nordiques, who have four victories and a tie during the streak, have moved within one point of the Buffalo Sabres, the fourth-place team in the Adams Division.

In overtime, Quebec’s Steve Thomas took a pass from teammate Pierre Turgeon and snapped it into the net for a 1-0 lead 2:17 before the half.

The last time Quebec had that long an unbeaten streak was in March 1986. The Nordiques have also won six straight games at the Colisee for the first time since 1985.
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The resurgent Nordiques, who have four victories and a tie during the streak, have moved within one point of the Buffalo Sabres, the fourth-place team in the Adams Division.

In overtime, Quebec’s Steve Thomas took a pass from teammate Pierre Turgeon and snapped it into the net for a 1-0 lead 2:17 before the half.

Nordiques 5, Bruins 2

QUEBEC — The Quebec Nordiques stretched their unbeaten string to five games, their longest in five years, as Greg Paslawski and Mike Hough got two goals apiece in a 5-2
Angels wheel-and-deal at baseball's winter meetings

Herzog makes two trades, resigns Finley

MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP) — White Herzog again stamped his trademark on baseball's winter meetings, swinging two move trades Tuesday and then making sure Chuck Finley won't slip away.

The Angels, who got Von Hayes from Philadelphia in a deal Sunday and lost free agent Wally Joyner on Monday, were on the move all day.

Herzog traded for Hubie Brooks in a swap of outfielders that sent Dave Gallagher to the New York Mets, and acquired Chuck Crim from Milwaukee for Mike Jeter in an exchange of relievers.

Herzog, however, did not want to trade Finley, despite rumors that he might get Ruben Sierra, Kevin Mitchell or other power hitters in return. So the Angels signed the left-hander to a four-year, $18.5 million contract.

"We've not done yet. We want to see if we can strengthen this thing a little more," Herzog said. "You have to be a little smarter than everyone else to do it, or at least think you are.

The addition of Brooks further reduced the chances the Angels would want free agent Danny Tartabull. The Angels once were the leading candidate to land him; now, the Chicago White Sox, Boston and San Diego are scrambling to get him.

Mariano Duncan found a new home when Philadelphia signed the free agent infielder to a two-year, $4.5 million contract.

Smulyan puts Mariners up for sale; asking price: $100 million

MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP) — Jeff Smulyan told the American League owners on Tuesday that he is trying to sell the Mariners and said the franchise's future is now in "the hands of the people of Seattle."

Smulyan announced Friday that the Mariners were for sale for $100 million. Local buyers, with perhaps financial assistances from the city government, have 120 days to purchase the club.

If local ownership does not come forth in that period, Smulyan would have to give a notice to vacate. He has not done that so far.

"This issue is in the hands of the city," Smulyan said at the winter meetings. "The lease provides the community the right to own this team. But I'm not going to give any guarantees. It is out of my hands. If no one comes forward in 120 days we feel the team has a right to leave Seattle."

There already have been rumors that if local ownership is not found in Seattle, the team would move to St. Petersburg.

"We felt we could no longer do the job in Seattle," Smulyan said. "The revenues in Seattle have not been approached that any other team in the major league." One of the biggest problems for the Mariners has been revenue from television and radio rights. The Mariners make a major-league low $1.5 million from their media deals.

"There are going to be three or four clubs this year that will have a payroll larger than our total revenue," general manager Von Wafer said Wednesday.

"Our most prosperous club generates in excess of $100 million a year while at the end of the revenue spectrum, there is a club whose annual revenues are less than $45 million," commissioner Fay Vincent said.

Smulyan said if the Mariners stay in Seattle the city would still need to work on a solution to make baseball a success in the area. The Seattle Pilots entered the league in 1969 but left for Milwaukee after only one sea­son.

"You cannot litigate the success of baseball," Smulyan said. King County is threatening a lawsuit if Smulyan moves the Mariners. The county disagrees on an interpretation of an ad­vance attendance clause in the lease, and any move could be delayed indefinitely if the two sides end up in court. Lawsuits also may be filed against base­ball.

King County executive Tim Hill on Monday sent a letter to baseball commissioner Fay Vincent asking offi­cials to insist the Mariners stay in Seattle.

"We have to do what we think is correct," AL president Bobby Brown said. "We can't afford to lose a club like Seattle.

Smulyan, however, said his group had no intention of filing for bankruptcy. Smulyan, who was auctioning off Seattle Mariners baseball cards on Tuesday, met with Mariners employees in Seattle and confirmed he would not get his asking price of $100 million.

Officials in St. Petersburg say they would need about 60 days to make the field playable, so it seems very doubtful the Mariners would move this year.

The Major League Baseball Players Association also protest that the travel required for the 1992 schedule would de­termine the collective bargaining agreement if the team relocated to another time zone.

-AP File Photo

Mike LaValliere, meanwhile, will stay put as the catcher ac­cepted Pittsburgh's offer of salary arbitration.

Also, journeyman catcher Jerry Willard, who won Game 4 of the World Series with a sac­rifice fly, signed another one­year contract with Atlanta. Once again, he is not guaran­teed a spot in the majors.

In a minor league deal that opened Wednesday, December 11, 1991 The Observer page 15

New Orleans Sugar Bowl

$185 6 DAYS -- 5 NIGHTS
With Continental Breakfast, Champagne Reception, Seafood Hor d'oeuvres and a Riverboat Paddle Cruise.

$215 6 DAYS -- 5 NIGHTS
With Continental Breakfast, Champagne Reception, Seafood Hor d'oeuvres and a Riverboat Paddle Cruise.

$145 4 DAYS -- 2 NIGHTS
With Continental Breakfast, Champagne Reception, Seafood Hor d'oeuvres and a Riverboat Paddle Cruise.

$125. 5 DAYS -- 2 NIGHTS
With Continental Breakfast, Champagne Reception, and Seafood Hor d'oeuvres.

$3.50 ALL SHOWS BEFORE F.R.Y.

Welcome to New Orleans & The Sugar Bowl

Irish Hqrr. at O'Flaherty's Irish Pub 514 Toulouse Str. - French Quarter

Live Irish music & singing - harp & miscellaneous Irish drinks

---
Sheridan drops out of running for Texas job

AUSTIN (AP) — North Carolina State men's football coach Dick Sheridan, reportedly on a short list for the job at Texas, said Tuesday the future "looks bright and exciting" for the Tar Heels and that he doesn't plan to seek another coaching position.

With Sheridan apparently removing his name from the Texas coaching job, attention was expected to focus on Illinois coach John Mackovic, who has been endorsed by his ex-boss, former Dallas Cowboys coach Tom Landry.

The News-Gazette in Champaign-Urbana, Ill., reported Tuesday that the University of Illinois has been working on a long-term compensation package for Mackovic in case the Illini football coach and athletic director don't leave for the University of Texas.

The compensation package has been the works for several months and is based on the presumption that he would walk away on his own athletic director at Illinois until he completed the 2000 season, the News-Gazette reported.

Illinois spokesman Mike Pearson said he couldn't confirm any reports of more information other than Mackovic was in his office at the Texas Tech. Mackovic, however, was expected to focus on Illinois coach John Mackovic, who has been endorsed by his ex-boss, former Dallas Cowboys coach Tom Landry.

The News-Gazette in Champaign-Urbana, Ill., reported Tuesday that the University of Illinois has been working on a long-term compensation package for Mackovic in case the Illini football coach and athletic director don't leave for the University of Texas.

The compensation package has been the works for several months and is based on the presumption that he would walk away on his own athletic director at Illinois until he completed the 2000 season, the News-Gazette reported.

Illinois spokesman Mike Pearson said he couldn't confirm any reports of more information other than Mackovic was in his office at the Texas Tech.

The Big Ten Conference champion Wolverines are ranked fourth. Miami is playing 11th-ranked Nebraska in the Ohio State-Oklahoma Orange Bowl game with 17-12 left in the first half. The Wolverines are 1-3 in the Big Ten.

John Mackovic, who is widely expected to interview Mackovic on Wednesday, outside of Austin.

Mackovic makes the criteria set by Dodds when announcing the search. Dodds then said that he wanted someone with Division IAA and possibly pro coaching experience.

Dodds was in New York City on Tuesday for an athletic banquet. His office said he wouldn't be back in Austin until late Wednesday.
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Eagles sign Archer to replace injured McMahon

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — The Philadelphia Eagles signed their agent quarterback David Archer to a one-year contract Tuesday, while his former teammate, Jim McMahon, remained in the hospital with four broken ribs.

Coach Rich Kotite said Archer would practice Wednesday with the team as it prepares for Sunday’s game against the Dallas Cowboys.

“He’ll spend a lot of extra hours with quarterback coach Zoke Bratkowski over the next few days and see if he can help us,” Kotite said Tuesday.

Jeff Kemp, who relieved McMahon the past two games for victories over Houston and New York, was expected to start Sunday. Rookie Brad Goebel is the team’s backup.

Correction

A photo outline on page 16 of The Observer incorrectly identified Toni Richardson as Jean Joseph, each of whom are players on the men’s soccer team. Joseph was named The Observer Player of the Year for his sport. The Observer regrets the error.

As well, a story and accompanying graphic yesterday on page 14 of The Observer incorrectly reported the scores of two women’s interhall basketball scores. The correct scores were: WakeSU 25, Farley 24, and Farley’s B-team defeated Brown-Phillips’ B-team 33-10.

MVP

continued from page 20

Phil McMahon was named MVP, the third consecutive year the team has been named to the All-MCC team.

The NIVC all-tournament team was announced before the start of tonight’s game and included the following players:

- 1st team All-MCC: McMahon, MVP
- 2nd team All-MCC: Jean Joseph, Dave Cragin
- All-Tournament National Invitationals: Joe Nuss, Joe Nuss
- All-Tournament SW Missouri State Invitational: Named by Monogram Club as team Co-MVP
- 20 team All-American Badger Alumni Invitational: Named by Monogram Club as team Co-MVP
- 2nd on team in digs with 425
- 3rd on team in assists with 346
- 3rd on team in kills with 306
- 1st team in blocks with 186 (31 solo)
- 2nd on team in kills with 347

Happy 19th Birthday

Lily Mark!!

"See You Paw"

Love, Henry, Andi, Katia, Kathy, T., Hoa, Cindy, Lori, Edina, Helen, and Kristen

1992-93 ASSISTANT RECTOR

APPLICATIONS

UNDERGRADUATE RESIDENCE HALLS

ARE NOW AVAILABLE

OFFICE OF STUDENT AFFAIRS

315 ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

Through Friday, January 31, 1992
Women's swimmers dominate meet

Williams, Wood lead Irish to easy win at National Catholics

By JENNIFER MARTEN
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women's swim team won the National Catholic Swimming and Diving Championships at Boston College over the weekend for the second straight year thanks to a total team effort.

The Irish won 14 of the meet's 20 events including all five of the relays.

"We entered a strong team and dominated the meet," said Notre Dame coach Tim Welsh. "We took twenty girls to the meet and all twenty scored more than once."

Junior All-American Tanya Williams had another stellar meet and all twenty scored for Notre Dame was followed in the standings by LaSalle which finished second and host Boston College which finished third. Fordham, Seton Hall, Providence, and Holy Cross also placed well in the meet. However, the Irish domination was kind of expected according to Welsh.

"I thought we would probably be the strongest team at the meet. Mainly because we brought probably our fastest team over and Villanova which finished second in the meet last year was not there," said Welsh.

Williams had another stellar meet winning three events including all five of the individual medley, the 400 individual medley, and the 200 backstroke events. Her performance earned her the most valuable swimmer of the meet award for the second straight year in a row.

Senior Becky Wood also had a successful trip to Boston, winning both of the breaststroke events. Wood was the first person to win the same event four years in a row.

Freshman Jennifer Dahl was also a double winner for the Irish, winning the 500 and 1650 yard freestyle events in addition to placing second in the 200 yard freestyle.

"I knew she would swim very well," said Welsh. "She had prepared well for it. She has great spirit, enthusiasm, and drive."

All the freshmen played a big part in the victory. In addition to Dahl, Meghan Reeler won the 200-yard freestyle event and Cara Garvey won the 100-yard backstroke event. Colleen Hipp, Lorrieve Horenkamp, Haley Scott, Angie Roby, Amy Bethem, and the rest of the freshmen all contributed to the Irish effort.

"The freshmen class is one of our strengths," said Welsh. "There was a freshman on every one of our winning relays."

Notre Dame was followed in the standings by LaSalle which finished second and host Boston College which finished third. Fordham, Seton Hall, Providence, and Holy Cross also placed well in the meet. However, the Irish domination was kind of expected according to Welsh.

"I thought we would probably be the strongest team at the meet. Mainly because we brought probably our fastest team over and Villanova which finished second in the meet last year was not there," said Welsh.

Notre Dame was followed in the standings by LaSalle which finished second and host Boston College which finished third. Fordham, Seton Hall, Providence, and Holy Cross also placed well in the meet. However, the Irish domination was kind of expected according to Welsh.

"I thought we would probably be the strongest team at the meet. Mainly because we brought probably our fastest team over and Villanova which finished second in the meet last year was not there," said Welsh.

Notre Dame was followed in the standings by LaSalle which finished second and host Boston College which finished third. Fordham, Seton Hall, Providence, and Holy Cross also placed well in the meet. However, the Irish domination was kind of expected according to Welsh.

"I thought we would probably be the strongest team at the meet. Mainly because we brought probably our fastest team over and Villanova which finished second in the meet last year was not there," said Welsh.

Notre Dame was followed in the standings by LaSalle which finished second and host Boston College which finished third. Fordham, Seton Hall, Providence, and Holy Cross also placed well in the meet. However, the Irish domination was kind of expected according to Welsh.

"I thought we would probably be the strongest team at the meet. Mainly because we brought probably our fastest team over and Villanova which finished second in the meet last year was not there," said Welsh.

Notre Dame was followed in the standings by LaSalle which finished second and host Boston College which finished third. Fordham, Seton Hall, Providence, and Holy Cross also placed well in the meet. However, the Irish domination was kind of expected according to Welsh.
"Yeah, Vern! You heard what I said! And what are you gonna do about it? Huh? C'mon! What are ya gonna do? Huh? C'MON!"

CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Site of 1980 Olympics ____________________
2 Compass point ____________________
3 Habituated ____________________
4 Spanish or portuguese ____________________
5 Miss Baca 11 ____________________
6 1969 NBA MVP, ---- Unseld ____________________
7 "-Of the Ancient Mariner" ____________________
8 WWII buy (2 wds.) ____________________
9 Deposited in layers ____________________
10 Geller of psychic fame ____________________
11 Capable of being split ____________________
12 Fenrises ____________________
13 As -night ____________________
15 Most up-to-date ____________________
19 Uncover shrewdly (2 wds.) ____________________
22 1968 NL "Rookie of the Year" ____________________
23 Miss Baca 11 ____________________
25 Watch chains ____________________
28 Passover meals ____________________
32 Funera 1 hymn ____________________
34 South African fox ____________________
35 Ballet (2 wds.) ____________________
36 More disgusting ____________________
37 Scholarly ____________________
38 Ailment of swimmers ____________________
40 Old song, "I Love ____________________"
41 More placid ____________________
42 Tickets ____________________
44 Donkey in "Winnie-the-Pooh" ____________________
46 "Hookey of the Year" ____________________
50 Music course, for short ____________________
53 Sheet music symbol ____________________
56 English course, for short ____________________
58 Shoe width ____________________

DOWN
1 Autobiography form ____________________
2 Supervise ____________________
3 Shoe parts ____________________
4 Of the weather ____________________
5 Eggs ____________________
7 "--- of the Ancients" ____________________
8 11/2 hey (2 wds.) ____________________
9 Beautified in lyrics ____________________
10 Seller of psychic power ____________________
11 Capable of being split ____________________
12 To --- night ____________________
13 Most up-to-date ____________________
14 Composer Ned ---- ____________________
15 Able of being split ____________________
16 Miss Baca 11 ____________________
17 High-fashion dealer ____________________
18 Composer Ned ---- ____________________
19 Ward off ____________________
20 Workshop item ____________________
21 Attractive and cuddly ____________________
24 Tarnish, as a reputation ____________________
26 Exist and _________ ____________________
27 Sorrow ____________________
29 Distributes, with Out ____________________
30 Compass point ____________________
31 Habituated ____________________
33 Optimum ____________________
34 Certifies, as a college ____________________
36 French for islands ____________________
39 Prefix for sexual ____________________
40 Viper ____________________
43 Stop ____________________
45 Norway's name for itself ____________________
47 --- Abdul-Jabbar ____________________
49 Secondhand autos (2 wds.) ____________________
51 Mr. Gershwin ____________________
52 Mongol tent ____________________
54 Bases ____________________
55 Surround ____________________
56 Components of gasoline ____________________
58 Tamest a tapir ____________________
60 Moors, as a hairstyle ____________________
61 Noise ____________________
62 Pin-removing device ____________________

CAMPUS

Wednesday 9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Annual UNICEF holiday card and gift sale. Consourse, Hesburgh Library. Sponsored by Ladies of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's.
10 a.m. - 5 p.m. Saint Nick's Christmas Bazaar. Lobby, LeMaux Hall, Saint Mary's College. Sponsored by Student Government Board, Saint Mary's College.
7:30 p.m. Dimensions in Jazz. Two ND Big Bands. Koons Band Building.
8 p.m. Saint Mary's College/Notre Dame Wind Ensemble Concert. Little Theatre, Saint Mary's College. Sponsored by music department, Saint Mary's College.

LECTURES


MENU

Notre Dame
Spinach & Cheese
Tortellini w/Mushrooms
Baked Orange Roughly
Srirchad Steak Sandwich

Saint Mary's
Grilled Chicken Breast
Jumbo Burgers
Vegi Crepe w/Oriental Sauce
Deli Bar

CUSHING AUDITORIUM

ADMISSION: $2
Threat makes Magic's loss more bearable for L.A.

When Magic Johnson announced his retirement due to testing positive for the HIV virus, it was just the first of many surprises involving NBA point guards this season.

Many thought the Lakers would crumble without Magic. However, such has not been the case. Not only have they played well, but they have exceeded preseason expectations, leading the Pacific Division with a 13-6 record.

One of the reasons for this has been the play of Magic's replacement at the point, Sedale Threatt, who, L.A. picked up during the off-season from the Seattle SuperSonic. Scheduled to be an understudy, Threatt has emerged as one of the Lakers' leaders, averaging 13.7 points and 7.3 assists per game. Even with the recent loss of Vlade Divac to a back injury, the Lakers continue to win.

Meanwhile on the East Coast, ex-Laker coach Pat Riley has the Knicks playing their best basketball since 1988-89, when Rick Pitino was at the helm.

The Knicks' success has a lot to do with the reemergence of point guard Mark Jackson. Jackson, a former Rookie of the Year and All-Star, has virtually rotted on the bench for the past two seasons.

However, Riley has done something that the previous two Knick coaches, Stu Jackson and John MacLeod, had been unable to do. He has gotten his point guard to play up to his potential without showboating. The result is the Knicks are in second place in the Atlantic Division, a game behind the Celtics, and Jackson is averaging 7.9 points and 7.4 assists per game.

Russell, Taylor give Irish hope as they try for two wins in a row

By DAVE DIETEMAN

Two hundred years ago, a man named Paul Revere kept New Englanders alert to a possible British invasion of the American colonies.

But this evening's Fighting Irish visit to Chestnut Hill, Mass., is unlikely to raise such hubbub outside of the 9,681-seat Conte Forum, home of Boston College basketball.

Cold-shooting Notre Dame upped its record under first-year coach John MacLeod to 1-3 with a 71-66 come-from-behind road win over Valparaiso Monday night.

The 0-3 Irish start prior to defeating Valpo was the worst in the 87-year history of the program.

Perhaps worse, the poor start could not come at a more difficult time for Notre Dame, whose game against Boston College is the second of a record-long nine game road swing, the likes of which has not been seen by an Irish team since the 1922-23 season.

Yet after the play of freshmen Malik Russell and Billy Taylor against Valparaiso, MacLeod has reason to be optimistic.

"Taylor was on fire," said Irish senior LaPhonso Ellis, reflecting on the team's first win. On the night, Taylor was 8-of-11 from the field, hitting key shots to preserve Notre Dame's inaugural win of the MacLeod era.

Russell, meanwhile, shot two-of-five while pulling down five rebounds and dishing out five assists.

Russell also blocked a shot and was fouled, setting up a key free throw attempt for a 21-point showing.

After season-opening exhibition wins over Marathon Oil and Canada, the Eagles ripped through the New England states for a 5-0 start. The Eagles' wins came over Brown, Brooklyn, New Hampshire, Harvard and Hofstra.

Tonight's game will be televised on ESPN, with tipoff slated for 8 p.m. Eastern time.

Fiebelkorn, Peters share MVP honors

Co-Players of the Year lead volleyball team to 26-10 mark

By RENE FERRAN

Academic Consul Club

Throughout the year, one of the Notre Dame volleyball team's primary strengths was its balance.

No one player dominated the statistics, and it seemed as if a different person would step forward each match to give the Irish a timely lift as they racked up a 26-10 record, their best mark since the 1987 season.

It's only fitting then that the 1991 Observer Player of the Year award would go to not one, but two athletes. Junior Jessica Fiebelkorn and freshman Christy Peters received the honor on Monday at the annual volleyball banquet.

Fiebelkorn, a 5-foot-10 middle blocker from Osseo, Minn., returned from a stress fracture suffered midway through last season to lead Notre Dame in digs (425), blocks (186) and take second in kills (347).

She set new career highs against California at the National Invitational Volleyball Championships in digs (335) and kills (21) in helping the Irish come back from two games down to sweep the Golden Bears and reach the championship round.

"She's a very dynamic player," said fellow junior Alicia Turner. "We know that if the ball was sent to the middle, she'd do something smart with it.

"I didn't know what to expect coming off my injury," added Fiebelkorn. "I progressed nicely throughout the year, but towards the middle of the season, I had some doubts about whether I was tapering my potential.

"I spent the year gaining confidence after being hurt last year, learning to have fun and to love the game again."

It was at that midpoint of the season that Fiebelkorn really showed what she was capable of. In the first of the ACC matches, she came back for the final 16 matches of the season to average 13.2 kills and 15.3 digs down the stretch, and was tied for All-ACC honors in the process.

Fiebelkorn, Peters and senior Wingman Joe Christy Peters shared MVP honors.

Another standout for the Irish was junior wingman Alicia Turner. Turner led the team in kills (347), blocks (186) and digs (425) while adding 15 aces.

"Two hundred years ago, a man named Paul Revere kept New Englanders alert to a possible British invasion of the American colonies."

...